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Hi guys. Buying new burs and want to know if there is any evidence for most effective 
style of margin for posterior zirconia crowns? I’m not having any problems with fit, leakage or 
retention. I just want the best long-term results, obviously. Currently I’m using an .856 round 
something or .847 taper something. n

Any distinct margin works just fine. A knife edge is probably the least appropriate. n

I do knife edge/area margins with zirconia every day. n

And these can and do look really nice and tissue really likes them too! As I’m certain Matt 
knows, look at some of the work many Europeans are doing with knife/feather margins and 
zirconia. Especially some of the doctors in Italy. Really exceptional work. n

The caveat … You must use a lab tech that knows what he is doing. It is not just a matter 
of milling out a crown. My friend Pasquale Venuti and the Tomorrow Tooth FB group docs are 
huge proponents of this method. n

Although you can do a knife edge prep, with the newer materials you have to start to worry 
about underlying color. The thinner you make zirconia, the more translucent it becomes. If 
you need to mask out color, I would recommend a thicker margin. Zirconia needs to be around 
.7mm to really mask well. n

Shoulder preps are the best of the best cause labs can create restorations that flow with the 
remaining tooth structure with no bulge at or near margin. n

They are also the most destructive preps in the most critical part of the tooth. The bulge 
that we put in is basically just a CEJ. I spoke with my lab tech last week and he told me he now 
actually prefers doing feather-edge margins. n

Plus, since zirc’s are milled, a pure shoulder prep is tough to mill. It just doesn’t turn out 
well. And as Matt indicated, the long-term fracture risk of the tooth itself goes up almost expo-
nentially with a shoulder prep. n

What’s the Best Margin Style  
for Zirconia? Which Bur?
Townies engage in a great discussion of margins and share helpful technique suggestions
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The margin is “arbitrar-intentionally” set by the technician based on soft-tissue profile. n

I don’t really understand why this is up for debate. A zirconia preparation should have a 
chamfer margin end of story. I’m confident a knife edge will work for most applications with 
zirconia but why would you do it? We can do a lot of things in dentistry that will “work”, but are 
not the correct way to do things. But why would we? n

Says who? Knife edge is the oldest crown preparation known to dentistry. I do it because it 
has a long track record, is the most conservative, and coupled with soft tissue management it 
results in extremely healthy gingiva. It is also the easiest to prepare and impress. n

Knife edge was designed for metal restorations and it gave them the possibility to be bur-
nished which was great. We don’t burnish zirconia. The amount of tooth structure saved with a 
conservative chamfer versus a knife edge is negligible. 

The research shows that both margins work for zirconia and that’s great. The only long-
term difference is an increase in chipping at the margins during milling and insertion. Do any 
modern dental schools teach knife edge margins for zirconia preparations? I highly doubt it. I 
think people still do knife edge preparations because they’ve always done them. Not because 
they are better. 

Pros:
• Less destruction of tooth structure. 

Cons:
• Difficult to follow both on tooth and die, axial reduction fades out instead of terminating 

a definite finish line. 
• Thin margin that fits finish line difficult to wax and cast. 
• Overcontoured restorations. 
• Difficult to view on impression.
• Difficult to prepare as margins become wavy, because there is no definitive stop for the bur. n

Visit a lab and see what kind of preps the average clinician is doing. Most dentists struggle 
with any kind of margin/prep. For what it’s worth, I don’t sweat if i finish with small chamfers 
on these. I don’t do anything based on what modern dental schools are teaching. The lab portion 
is critical. This does not work if you are paying $69/unit. n

OK, let’s start with the premise that we are dealing with a large lab and not a sole proprietor 
set up. First, most of the milling will be done with a larger diameter bur with more than enough 
internal relief to compensate for die spacing. In this case, you want as much as a horizontal 
margin as possible for the best seating and sealing of the margin (see following comment.) 

If you are going to prep a knife edge, understand the milling won’t allow for the correct 
emergence contours Matt is showing. There must be enough bulk for the milling. The final 
contouring must be done after sintering by hand, or you will have a bulky margin. You will not 
get this from a large lab charging under a hundred bucks a crown. Now, if you do wish to pay 
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a good lab to hand finish the contours and want to prep a knife edge/vertiprep, understand the 
concept of slip joint/ µ (MEE) angle with such a brittle material may cause huge fracture issues 
down the line. If you are going to do this, you want your internal relief to be more at the gingival 
one-third of the prep, this will prevent wedging of the crown against the axial walls when seating 
causing internal stress at the margin (think about it for a moment). n

Since most deal with large labs for the bulk of these posterior zirc crowns, I would assume 
that dentists know to “prep for the lab” but apparently reading some of the previous posts that’s 
not the case. I’ve always discussed cases with my lab tech and have spent time in the lab, so this 
has been most beneficial in preventing problems. n

According to my lab, a chamfer is ideal for the scanner to capture than a shoulder. What 
would be an ideal chamfer bur? n

It depends. You need to figure out what your tendencies are when you prep. If you overtaper, 
you should use a parallel chamfer bur. If you tend to have undercuts, you should use a taper bur. 
Since you are using half of the bur for the chamfer margin, you will typically want a 1.4mm 
diameter bur (will give 0.7mm at margin which most current materials can tolerate.) You can 
adjust this up (if you need more reduction for masking dark preps) or down (interproximal 
preparation or minimal prep veneers.) n

A chamfer can be difficult to carry interproximal if the teeth are close together. As you 
mention a person can get a 1mm chamfer on buccal and lingual using a 2mm diameter bur. 
But, it can be difficult to impossible to carry a 2mm bur interproximal to achieve the same 1mm 
chamfer interproximal. My view is that there are two solutions: a smaller chamfer interproximal 
by using a narrower diameter bur or changing to shoulder interproximal which uses the full 
width (not half) the bur so a 1mm shoulder is created by a 1mm diameter bur. n

Any tips on temporizing vertipreps/feather edge margin preps? I’ve struggled with getting 
chipping at the margin or short margins on temps with these type of preps. Thanks. n

If you use Blue-Bite type material as your template use a football diamond or barrel to 
remove material at the gingival margin of your template. This will produce a thick margin on 
your Bis-Acryl temp. Then finish down the margin of the temp with your favorite bur. Flame 
diamond for me. This works well with most any crown prep if you’re having issues with thin 
chipping margins for your temps. I do this almost 100 percent of the time. It works if you’re 
placing chamfer margins also. n

That is more or less what I do, except we use alginate pre-ops and just scoop it out. Another 
option would be to add flowable, blockout resin or liquid dam prior to making your stent. After 
you remove the temp from the mouth (after initial set and preferably with it still in the stent) lay 
a bead of flowable on the outer edge of the margin and cure it to reinforce it.

It is worth noting that shoulder margins are the most retentive. These tend to have fewer 
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“debonds,” but the tradeoff is the tooth is more likely to require endo and at a higher risk of 
horizontal fracture (obviously these are dependent on the tooth and the amount of reduction.) 
These comments are in regards to traditional full-crown preps. n

Assuming that an ideal six-degree taper is done well on each tooth prepped, does it really 
matter what the marginal design is to produce a “retentive” crown, Matt? I wouldn’t think that 
the margin design was a big factor in the retention of the crown. I would assume that the height/
length of the prep, the taper or lack thereof, and the shape of the prep itself would be far more 
important. Perhaps I’m wrong. n

Most docs can’t consistently prep six-degree taper abutments. I would venture a guess and 
say lab techs are seeing 15–20 degrees more regularly. This can be problematic, particularly on 
second molars (like you mentioned, height.) 

It is possible that docs that have a tendency to overtaper have arrived (consciously or not) at 
a shoulder design, as it is more forgiving. The reason lab techs consistently say that they prefer 
shoulders is ease of margin identification and management (lack of chipping and little need for 
hand finishing.) Chamfer margins are very often not uniform in depth (horizontal and vertical), 
and can bounce around from light chamfer to heavy chamfer to feather edge all on the same 
tooth. Vertipreps require a different type of knowledge altogether for the technician and a good 
relationship with the dentist. n
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FYI the angle formed between the hands of a clock at 12:01 is 5 1/2º 

Mack and Nordlander have shown TOC of single crowns average about 19º vs. FPD abut-
ments are around 29°. Now here’s where the we must temper the literature with logic, regarding 
fracture resistance studies revealed a 22° taper recorded higher fracture resistance than a 6º 
taper. Similarly, it is in agreement with Donge, Mohamed and Corazza, who reported that a 
larger occlusal convergence angle of the abutment increased the fracture strength of all-ceramic 
crowns, perhaps a larger convergence angle would have greater axial restoration thickness and 
decreased seating pressure.

Break or fall off, dealer’s choice. n

I do chamfers and BOTP for zirconia. But I’m much more comfortable with chamfers as I 
had several BOTP crowns fracture at insertion or even before. My best guess was that my preps 
were not tapered enough (Jason suggested that their studies suggested 20° is needed) and the 
zirconia cracked from hydraulic forces when cementing. 

Another thing is that if you really want to do it right, you need to make a provisional for a 
while. And I’m too lazy. And the last thing I dislike is that you really really need to watch for the 
undercuts. With a 0.3–0.5 chamfer I don’t have to worry about slight undercuts as the chamfer 
will still get sealed completely. n

I am not seeing fractures so far. I have a tendency to prep parallel, so I have had to make 
conscious efforts to increase taper. Inverted cement spacing by the lab helps reduce hydraulic 
pressure at the margins. I am taking same-day impressions in 90 percent of the cases. n

I’ve had the problems KillaKHAN mentioned above here. I’d try it in and CRACK … frac-
tured at the margin. If this prep is highly technique sensitive or the lab work is highly technique 
sensitive, is a net positive created for the doctor and patient?

It seems metal PFMs are more forgiving with these almost parallel conservative preps. Again, 
I’m a fan of them … just trying to figure out how to avoid fracture. n

Read more online!
Search: “Best Margin Style”
This popular message board received more 
than 7,000 views in two months and the 
in-depth conversation continues online. 
To read the entire thread and share your 
tips and experiences, go to dentaltown.
com and under message boards search for 
“Best Margin Style.” This thread will be one 
of the top results.
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